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Type: 7714
Type: 7713

It is designed for hanging on a crane or
hoist with sufficient load capacity. It is
used for horizontal and vertical
attachment of the barrel. 

With this way of handling the barrel
is protected better from mechanical
damage. Using this system, the risk of
injury and physically hard work when
handling the filled barrel is eliminated
considerably.

It is designed for hanging on a crane or
hoist with sufficient load capacity. It is
used for the barrel horizontal fastening. 

With this way of handling the barrel
is protected better from mechanical
damage. Using this system, the risk of
injury and physically hard work when
handling the filled barrel is eliminated
considerably.

It is designed for hanging on a crane or
hoist with sufficient load capacity. It is
used for the barrel vertical fastening. 

With this way of handling the barrel
is protected better from mechanical
damage. Using this system, the risk of
injury and physically hard work when
handling the filled barrel is eliminated
considerably.

Type: 7712

TYPE
LOAD CAPACITY 

(kg)
BURDEN DIMENSION 

(mm)
7078 320 Ø 572
7079 320 length 900
7080 320 Ø 572, height 885

HANDLING OF BARRELS

- Products for safe and easy handling of barrels.

- Products are designed for handling of metal barrels in cases when lashing and handling of the barrel in another way would be slow,
difficult or dangerous.

- Suspension means cannot be used in case the barrels are deformed strongly and cannot be fixed safely.

Tongs for barrels
Type: 7080

Barrel vertical
suspension   Type: 7078

Barrel horizontal
suspension   Type: 7079

Hook for vertical handling 
of barrels

Tongs for horizontal handling
of barrels 

Chain hoist for horizontal
and vertical barrel handling

The handle enables the
barrel fixation in any
position.

Tongs arresting device
in an open position
using a lock.

500 kg

7.5 kg

500 kg

3.2 kg

1,000 kg

22 kg
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